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Inhance Technologies

We are a provider of polymer material
science solutions. _
For more than 40 years, we have SS
been developing innovative MN
technologies and solutions that drive
global change and reduce
environmental impact. Y ;

Inhance
Technologies
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Barrier Packaging

The Need for Barrier Packaging

Barter packagingis a nacosstyfor many pplcations
Many procuts camnot be packaged in convention! plas, duet api permeationof umarous
lassas of greens trough container vais: perenne

~ Hazardous chomisties TEER|
- Sonents ¥ _— 2* adwarts i 5%
+ Organic ingredients >Eo i

-Barrpackaging prevents greetparmenton: | w >« Protecting th environment and pubic haat
- Maintains producteficacyand ensures eguitry compliance
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Inhance’s Barrier Technology

r UsedforBarerHOHOHIH CTA paneseters
HighDensityPolyethylene orl) Flstindted ig
iho esi Density Polyethylene

+ nhancedoosnotproceblow malded packaging articles, bu i servic prover to impart
barr propertiesto arinryplastic packaging

|ST,
ST

-
Orly the surfaceo the pastic rile is modified, and not detachable

+ No PFAS utized in anyof our processes

Contains Confidential Busines formation

Fluorinated Barrier Packaging Benefits

No barier packaging i not suabl or many products do to issues wih ingredient permeation
Inthe production of fuorinated bare packaging:

+ NoPFAS is used
+ Nogreenhousegasemissions are ganerated
+ Nowater waste is generated

+Fuorinated barrpackaging:
+ Prevents environmental pllton
+ Saloguards human health
+ Ensures regulatorycomplanca and safety
+ Maintains product ffcacy and quality, extends shelf

Maintains package negrty (e.. prevents paneling colapse, improves abel secu)
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Fluorinated Barrier Packaging Prevents Pollution

Globally, ~100 millon gallonsofpackaging volume is producedusingfluorinated barer packaging

+ For volate solvent formulations (such as toluene or xylene) fluorinated barrie packaging
permeation 5<0.1% vs. 50% wih radional HOPE

Over 200,000 metic tons of ingredient release prevented due o packaging permeation.
annually

+ For ess volte solvent formulations (suchas Aromalic 100 or Mineral spr). fluorinated
bart packaging permeation is <0.01% vs. 6%+ wit raditonal HOPE
+ Over 25,000 metic tons of ingredient release prevented de to packaging permeation,

annually

Fluorinated Barrier Packaging is the Most
Sustainable Barrier Packaging Choice

+ Fluorinated baer packaging has the fowsst Offcets by Replacing 100 Millon Multiayer
lifecycle impacts compared to altemative barrier Packaging With Fluorinated Barrier Packaging"
packaging lechnologes —
J— a(mm)

packaging. formated arr packaging fers
Sinicant benef: =

+ 27% oss Global Warming Potential (WP) ©
+ 22% less ossi ful consumption br
+ 54% loss ozone depletion Hm Tl

+ Comparedto metal, plasticpackaging uses at least Sm——
0% fsa GHO and 40% loss water _
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Fluorinated Barrier Packaging is a Critical
Technology for the Supply Chain

men Gop, Boon
vara me SearSem 100% ty recat) RecyClass

+ Inhance's lucrinataa bari packaging is carted and
ecognizeda uty recyclable by:

Creal Coo,
- PlasticsRocycorsEurop (Desi fx Rocycin Guelnss)
+ ClopHACRC cleanfarms  $%drumiusrer+ ContosCanada +-OnurAro iNnpEV
+ CompoLingeaz
Eeneae Dll

gE Covmoniornant.

EPA Data Examination and Quantification
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The Cumulative PFAS in All Fluorinated Barrier
Packaging is Extremely Small

* Inhance assessed potential PFAS in fluorinated barrier packaging using EPA data
+ Assumptions:

+ 50-60 millon gallons of fluorinated barrier packaging volume in US
+ Packaged in 1-gallon containers
+ 1-6 ng (ppb) PFASIg of polymer

+ Annual total potential PFAS in fluorinated barrier packaging is 7-45 gms (cf. annual PFAS
(<G20) production - 47,500 Metric Tons)

+ Gomplant with REACH Annex XVII to Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 - 25 ppb of PFOA
including is saltso 1,000 ppb of one or a combinationof PFOA-related substances

PFAS in Fluorinated Packaging
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Sources of PFAS Detected in Fluorinated Barrier
Packaging

+ Potental sources:
+ PFAS added to HDPE resin
+ Fiuorinationof HOPE components- tabiizers, antioxidants, processingaids, oc.
+ Fluorination of hydrocarbon waxes potentially generated during blow molding

container production

+ Not understood to bea source:
+ Degradation of polyethylene during fluorination process
+ Degradation of the fluorinated barter packaging

{CEE EEEEEE EE

{EEE EE EE EEEEE EEE
EEE
SEE
FEEEEEE EE EEEEE

EEE
ERLE EEELE EE CE CR ny

Contin Confident Business formation
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Anvil 10+10 Assessment

Many of the PFAS in Anvil 10+10 are Not Attributable
to Fluorinated Barrier Packaging

Summary of PER, as DE and £9 Published sta
+ 13PFASspecieswere detectedByEPA. setni nas Pm
Vets OEPand PEER iprodu A 10110 ER
Some PEAS speciesfondoly npoet FASE|esipiics fis ite

+ PEERhas rporedPEASdetectedin bm rmy i
rocstored nnonante packeging emi 1 -
{et and nom nated HOPE) fry .

+ FMC TalstaP > non fucrinated TR BUI
packaging 236 pb m—ESSE mm.

+ Permancne 3030 > metal packaging aero = g i
AT eee

Cleary,oxatedbarrpackaging rot eon ] H :
resclesource of PEAS In estes aak —————— ER
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Anvil 10+10 Conceptual Exposure Model*

. |

—— meeemamta

Anvil 10+10 Screening Assessment Approach

+ Ascreening assessment was cari utonthe 13 PFAS species detected in product Anil 10410
Exposure Pont Conceal(EPC)made dorcondonsof us
Ts
~ Grounvator
~Stoowate an

ls. SURFACE WATER LT
—— EE

hut ouncesper Snadeurées pit 35%
Bm a J ——

ESS rr SEES ae
sl RT
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“Worst-case” Assumptions Used for Modeling

+ Highest concentration or maximum detection limit used

+ No loss from soil erosion, runoff, leaching, abiotic or biotic degradation,
pick up by vegetationorvolatilization, or between multiple applications

+ No loss based on environmental conditions

+ No degradation of PFAS over time (accumulative)
+ All PFAS deposited on soil would leach into groundwater

+ Most conservative (lowest) “safe” screening values used

Screening Assessment Modeling Results

Depending an PFAS specie,milion iion ofyears a reach established screening vas nal media

For example, o reac establshed screeningvalues:
"Worst billons of sppicatonsto si required at the masimum 28 apicatonspor year
000000yer (34 lon pcos) excesssfc ongalr rin, enct
- Over 45 iin appcaons (1. min years) rured 0 exceed si healscer for beatingZone exposes

+Copcan resus concn12ers fmari oer hanbck PEAS acrosseis

 Therfoce, An 10910 when packaged i ornate barr pacing and usd as drecedNotasigufcan conttutar to PEAS levels across ll main
Notasigfcan sauce of PFASto the envionment
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Anvil 10+10 in Fluorinated Barrier Packaging is Not a
Significant Source of PFAS

+ Concentrations of PFAS reported i rnsates or in Anvil 10+ 10 do not equate to
environmental levels in various media or to potential “dose” to humans. Transport and ate
must be factored in

+ “Worst Case Assumptions” significantly overstate expected environmental
concentratons. Actual addons to environmental background levels of PFAS wil be
significantly smaller

+ Therefore, under actual conditionsofuse, PFAS levels attributable toAnvil 10410 in
fluorinated packaging wil be insignificant, and ely unmeastrable

+ Mark Smith from Massachusetts DEP stated: “ve done some worst.case calculations
to determine what levels might land in a drinking water reservoir and the results
‘wouldn'tbe measurable”

Total PFAS Contribution from All Fluorinated Barrier
Packaging Used for Agrochemicals is Infinitesimal

Stennis sssssmntmehosioyoa och rocpackaged pidbr packsevesmisao PEAS sont blnto 7 ants:

IECS
[mm | ooomemenowe]+ hespions

+ 000 PERS in pack rrstor abd
© Nodavpatanordaradatin PEAS
© Zaptcsonsiyr
+ Aorocnenicalusodat 60%cin
+ aro otofsi ects 2000 ra (SOALEH)
ATM ator of ated bari packing gchmclht eq boris packaging
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Summary

Summary

Barrier packaging i required for many products for product performance and pollution
prevention

- Fiorinatad barrier packaging provides avaristy of very significant envionmental benefits

EEEEEEE
Fe,
WALL PFAS from fluorinated barr packaged agrochemicals migrated no he product,
ho amount of PFAS released into ho soll wou be nfntesimal

+ Inhance wants to proacively work withthe EPA to further demonstrate the
appropriatenessof fluorinatedbarrierpackaging

Contin Confident Business formation
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Thank you for your time
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